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BY CHRIS BENJAMIN

CHASING PARADISE
A HITCHHIKER'S SEARCH FOR HOME IN A WORLD AT WAR WITH ITSELF

P O T T E R S F I E L D  P R E S S  S P R I N G  2 0 2 3  R E L E A S E S

220 PAGES    5.5” x 8.5”
ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-08-1 
EPUB: 978-1-990770-09-8
PC0354
Subject: memoir, travel, hitchhiking

In May, 2001, Chris Benjamin hitchhiked across Canada and volunteered on organic farms in
British Columbia. He was in search of a good home, love and community, and perhaps a source
of income to pay off his student loans.

In Northern Ontario, Benjamin writes, "Big Al was my first encounter with what turned out to be a
hitchhiking trope, the kind and generous – to his own kind at least – racist." The trope got worse
after September 11, which happened as Benjamin was leaving Prince Rupert, BC, hitching south
toward the USA.
This memoir is based on the detailed journals he kept at that time, hitching and Greyhounding his
way across Canada and the USA, winding up in the Louisiana State Penitentiary. The journals
consisted mainly of what people said to him: those who picked him up and the bus riders he
encountered — including soldiers and kids fresh from jail.

Travelling in post 9/11 United States, the author tried not to succumb to the anger of those who
wished for a vengeful global comeuppance. Throughout his journey, our shy young narrator falls
in and out of love with place and soul, remaining ever-watchful for signs of a peaceful pocket to
call home.

What he finds instead is an unexpected sort of homecoming, and surprising joy in a sense of
purpose. He writes of the oddities of organic food production, walking through the grotesque
aftermath of a massive clear-cut forest, and drop-ins at artist hippie communes. Chasing Paradise
is both an engrossing road memoir and a treatise from the generation stuck somewhere between
corporate greed and hippie disillusionment.

JULES TORTI
THE WISDOM FOUND IN HEN'S TEETH 

196 PAGES    5.5” x 8.5”
 ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-10-4 /
EPUB: 978-1-990770-11-1
PC0358
Subject: humour, eccentrics, rare
events, odd phenomena

When it comes to all things rare, strange and peculiar, there’s one common denominator: Jules
Torti. In this, her fourth book, she explores sensory heritage, the birthday paradox, broken heart
syndrome, superstitions, signs, kooky diets, ylang ylang and falling airplane parts statistics. Life
lessons learned from a wayward racing pigeon named Marge and a gull that stole her egg salad
sandwich at the beach make sound sense in a book that includes everything from lost wedding
rings to Belinda Carlisle lyrics to the fine print on insurance coverage for suborbital flights. 

If you’ve ever wondered about prosthetic wings for butterflies, Bill Murray (in general), star-nosed
moles and lucky rabbit foot charms, Torti places these topics under a microscope (though she
hasn’t used one since elementary school). In the moving spirit of My Octopus Teacher, Torti
discovers she has many teachers, including, possibly, a local beaver. 

Readers will be enlightened on the meandering path from balloon animals to wax museums to
Gwyneth Paltrow’s vagina-scented candle line. It’s an irresistible ecosystem of unusual things and
events that prove that rare moments are not as rare as you are led to believe. Insert a collection
of shared stories from Torti’s circle that includes lottery winners, lightning strikes, bizarre
accidents involving port-a-potties, dishwashers and a cow. Who has friends who have been bitten
by a beaver, mongoose and scorpion (not all at once)? Maybe you’re nodding along and realizing
that nothing is as rare as rocking horse manure anymore. Even Oprah makes an appearance.

If you know of a kid who only ate white things or owned a 6-toed cat or gave a foot massage to a
6-toed person, well, you’ll relate. The Wisdom Found in Hen’s Teeth is an engaging romp through
a magnified world that includes volunteer turtle taxi drivers, competitive hot dog eaters, storm
chasers, paranormal societies and white-lipped snails.

It’s Seth Rogan’s Yearbook meets Jeremy Clarkson’s signature salt and vinegary-ness with a little
Shirley MacLaine woo-woo thrown in for good measure. If you like to take a walk on the wild side,
one that involves rescuing snails from the road after the rain and pickling possums for posterity,
Jules Torti’s latest will have you contemplating your own private Goa. You’ll see. It’s a cabinet of
curiosities with the doors blown right off.

March 2023 / Trade, Paperback / $19.95 CA, $16.95 US

March 2023 / Trade, Paperback / $19.95 CA, $16.95 US



EDITED BY LESLEY CHOYCE

HIGH WATER MARK
STORIES FROM ATLANTIC CANADA 1983-2023

248 PAGES    6” x 9”
ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-20-3
EPUB: 978-1-990770-21-0
PC0356
Subject: fiction, Atlantic Canada,
short stories, Canadian literature

High Water Mark is an anthology of short fiction from some of the finest writers of Atlantic Canada
over the last forty years. Included are writers from various communities throughout the region and
stories that reflect a wide range of writing talent from older and younger writers.

Nineteen authors have contributed work to this long-awaited collection representative of the
literature of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Among the contributors are Sheldon
Currie, Harold Horwood, Maxine Tynes, Patrick O’Flaherty, J.J. Steinfeld, Budge Wilson, Carol
Bruneau, Steven Laffoley, Wayne Curtis, Michael Pacey, Guyleigh Johnson and Chris Benjamin
among others.

Fiction means many things to many people. As Life of Pi author, Yann Martel, noted, “Fiction is
the selective transforming of reality. The twisting of it to bring out the essence.” Tim O’Brien,
author of The Things They Carried, echoed this when he wrote, “That's what fiction is for. It's for
getting at the truth when the truth isn't sufficient for the truth.” Atlantic Canadian writers know
instinctively that “truth” is not always what it seems and that it varies widely among cultural
groups. Here, in heartfelt and often raw prose, a wealth of gifted authors from different
backgrounds investigate their truths through a fictional lens, often pushing the boundaries of the
genre to uncover and hold up to the light what is real and what is true. High Water Mark is a
compendium of stories that indeed attempts to get at the essence of life in the Canadian Far East
in all its rich diversity while exploring some of the hidden “truths” that are not always obvious in
our day-to-day lives.

BY LARRY KRAMER
WHERE THE ROAD ENDS

246 PAGES    6” x 9”
ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-12-8 /
EPUB: 978-1-990770-13-5
PC0361
Subject: fiction, travel, medicine,
PTSD

Dr. Nathan Jericho loves medicine and the army, in that order. Surgery is his religion, his
lifeblood. At least it was until his third tour in Afghanistan as a trauma surgeon with the Canadian
Armed Forces. Untroubled sleep and confidence bordering on arrogance used to be easy. Now
sleep is disrupted by nightmares and flashbacks fill his days. His patients and their tragic stories
remain with him long after their discharges ... or deaths. Demons linger in his head and his hands
begin to tremble. Retreat into a bottle and pills provides no more than momentary escape. He
needs to get out of Afghanistan, the army, and perhaps even medicine. But he must finish his tour
unnoticed. His unblemished service record had to be maintained. Self-sufficiency got him to this
point in his life, he concludes, and he just needs to man up and do what has to be done. Can he
hide his self-perceived weakness and survive the last few weeks of his tour?

Leaving everything he knows will not be easy. He must start slowly. He tries giving up the high
stress of trauma surgery and resigning his commission to “normalize” his life and drive out the
hellhounds that torment him. This tactic births a budding relationship along with an imperfect
measure of comfort and contentment, until another tragedy takes him back. His attempt at a final
escape is foiled by fate and the kindness of a friend. Forced to admit he has a problem, Jericho
tries conventional methods of treatment which his own prejudices soon doom to failure. He
attempts to escape his past on a hastily conceived motorcycle journey from Ontario to
Newfoundland. 

In Resurrection Cove he finds a bar, some friends, a love that he thought he had lost, and random
acts of kindness. Will they be enough to overcome one last tragedy that threatens all that he
wants and needs?

May 15, 2023 / Trade, Paperback / $21.95 CA, $16.95 US

APRIL 15, 2023 / Trade, Paperback / $21.95 CA, $17.95 US

P O T T E R S F I E L D  P R E S S  S P R I N G  2 0 2 3  R E L E A S E S



BY JO-ANN C. OOSTERMAN

TOMS STORY
MY 16 YEAR FRIENDSHIP WITH A HOMELESS MAN

248 PAGES    6” x 9”
ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-14-2
EPUB: 978-1-990770-15-9
PC0359
Subject: biography, homelessness,
trauma, addiction, friendship,
recovery

Tom’s Story is about the author’s friendship with Tom Hogan, a First Nations man who was
perpetually homeless, a self-described chronic alcoholic, and a person who had episodes of
psychosis. He was also a great storyteller and a gifted Woodland style artist.

Jo-Ann first met Tom in 1998 when she volunteered to co-ordinate an art group for people who
were homeless. She was an outreach worker and an HIV counsellor at the time. During the
sixteen years of their friendship, she spent countless weekend and evening hours sitting on
sidewalks beside Tom, listening and observing, then heading home to write it all down. 

With Tom’s permission, she wrote about the hard realities of his life – a traumatic childhood,
sleeping in bug-infested shelters, or panhandling in the sub-zero weather for just one more bottle.
She became Tom’s ally when he entered and left recovery programs, or simply searched for a
safe place to live. Sometimes she helped; sometimes she got in the way. Other times, she tried to
walk away, but she was always compelled to seek him out again to follow his story. 

Tom’s Story is a unique and raw window into the lives of people who are homeless and
marginalized because of addictions, mental illness, and generational trauma. This book is a
testament to the power of hope, friendship, the generosity of people who own nothing, and using
art to promote healing. It is also a strong argument for the harm-reduction model of managed-
alcohol programs.

BY RITCHIE HENMAN

286 PAGES    6” x 9”
ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-16-6 /
EPUB: 978-1-990770-17-3
PC0355
Subject: music, autobiography, April
Wine

High Adventure chronicles the outrageous musical adventures of a boy from the tiny village of
Chester Basin, Nova Scotia, who became a rabid pop music fan, musician and finally a recording
and touring member of some of Canada's foremost pop groups. From the early bands playing
high schools, universities and teen dances to capacity crowds at Maple Leaf Gardens, The
Montreal Forum and Massey Hall, his experiences somehow never remained ordinary.

Ritchie Henman and his brother David started their first band in Halifax in 1962 and were thrilled
to perform on stage in local schools, church basements and any other venue possible. Initially
awed by the notion that they were actually paid to perform, they adopted a businesslike attitude
and channeled the income back into the shows, acquiring ever more professional equipment as
well as proper stage attire. The Sixties saw them relocate to St. John's, Newfoundland, then Saint
John, New Brunswick, and ultimately back to Halifax. Each band quickly rose to the top level of
success in those cities.

In 1969, Ritchie’s band decided to forego all other considerations such as formal education and a
secure home in order to pursue the ultimate goal for any pop group, a chance at a recording
career. April Wine was formed in December of 1969 and in April of 1970 departed for Montreal to
seek fame and fortune. Through sheer hard work and perseverance, April Wine paid its dues and
was rewarded with a recording contract from Aquarius Records, a management contract from the
already successful Terry Flood and exclusive booking from the DKD Agency, already a major
player in Montreal and, shortly thereafter, the rest of Canada.

By 1971 April Wine was a hitmaker from coast to coast and success continued for the next three
years until the Henman brothers responded to the ever-present desire to do something different
and embark on new adventures. Further success and occasional failure continued for over a
decade down a path that was virtually always marked by the unusual and the bizarre.

April 30, 2023 / Trade, Paperback / $22.95 CA, $18.95 US

APRIL 15, 2023 / Trade, Paperback / $22.95 CA, $18.95 US

HIGH ADVENTURE
TALES OF CANADIAN ROCK & ROLL SURVIVAL (FROM
CHESTER BASIN TO APRIL WINE AND BEYOND

P O T T E R S F I E L D  P R E S S  S P R I N G  2 0 2 3  R E L E A S E S



BY MARYANNA GABRIEL

WALKING THE CAMINO
ON EARTH AS IT IS

268 PAGES    6” x 9”
ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-18-0
EPUB: 978-1-990770-19-7
PC0360
Subject: travel, hiking, Camino,
Santiago

For Maryanna Gabriel, the unexpected death of her artistic mother would change everything in
her life. More than just overcoming this loss, she felt that she needed answers, not from others,
but from within herself. 

Leaving her forest home on Salt Spring Island, Gabriel travels to Europe and begins her life-
altering trek from Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port, France, to Santiago, Spain. From a bomb scare in
Paris, to strangers with messages, to a fellowship of fun that allows her to lighten up and let go,
this is her walk into the mystery of the mother-daughter relationship and the chaos it instilled.

At times meditative yet punctuated with humour, the story takes place in a compelling European
tableau where legends of saints and miracles abide. The rich history, art, and architecture of the
Camino entwines with her backstory and incorporates the legends of the greats who walked it
long ago. As she interacts with the landmarks and characters met along the way, the physical
hardship cracks open the last of her resistance only to bring her face to face with what she most
needs to know. 

Walking the Camino documents one woman’s dramatic search for self-reconnection and renewal
in life’s many transitions. It also tells of the transformative power of pilgrimage and the healing
power it yields. 

BY ALLAN COOPER

96 PAGES    5.5” x 8.5”
ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-22-7 /
EPUB: 978-1-990770-23-4
PC0375
Subject: poetry, emotions, memory

Our faces express a wide range of emotions, but with masking restrictions during Covid, we all
had to learn to listen more carefully and read emotions through people’s eyes. Some of the
poems in this book directly express those feelings of isolation and it is a theme which influences
the entire collection.

Reflecting on the notion of “the persistence of memory” and immortality, Cooper writes eloquently
about his own memories as well as dreams. He writes, “It is almost as if dreams are storehouses
for memories themselves, perhaps another form of immortality.”

Both profound and straightforward in its insightfulness, The Face of Everything celebrates the
everyday moments of joy and contentment as well as those of loss and sorrow. Here are poems
of rejoicing and of grieving that can teach us how to inhabit the world with gentleness towards all
living things.

This new collection of Allan Cooper’s work also provides vivid images of nature, particularly in his
home province of New Brunswick, and his powerful, meditative poems ultimately profess his
enduring understanding and appreciation of compassion and love.

May 15, 2023 / Trade, Paperback / $21.95 CA, $17.95 US

APRIL 15, 2023 / Trade, Paperback / $19.95 CA, $16.95 US

THE FACE OF EVERYTHING

P O T T E R S F I E L D  P R E S S  S P R I N G  2 0 2 3  R E L E A S E S



$19.95 CAD

WRITING WITH MY EYES
Staying Alive While Dying
Angela Parker-Brown
Autobiography
8.5(in) x 5.5(in) / 180 pages / Trade pb
ISBN: 978-1-990770-04-3
EPUB: 978-1-990770-05-

H I G H L I G H T I N G  B L A C K  A N D  I N D I G E N O U S  B O O K S  

$19.95 CAD

UNSPOKEN TRUTH
Unmuted and Unfiltered
Angela Bowden
Poetry
8.5(in) x 5.5(in) / 160 pages / Trade pb
ISBN: 978-1-989725-39-9
EPUB: 978-1-989725-4-5

$19.95 CAD

ODE TO THE UNPRAISED
Stories and Lessons from Women I Know
Abena Beloved Green
Non Fiction
8.5(in) x 5.5(in) / 160 pages / Trade pb
ISBN: 978-1-989725-21-4
EPUB: 978-1-989725-22-1

$19.95 CAD

THE WAY WE HOLD ON
Abena Beloved Green
Poetry
8.5(in) x 5.5(in) / 160 pages / Trade pb
ISBN: 978-1-988286-27-3
EPUB: 978-1-988286-28-0

$19.95 CAD

THE HERMIT OF AFRICVILLE
The Life of Eddie Carvery
Jon Tattrie
Non Fiction
6(in) x 9(in) / 192 pages / Trade pb
ISBN: 978-1-897426-18-0

$19.95 CAD

AFRAID OF THE DARK
Guyleigh Johnson
Poetry/Fiction
6(in) x 9(in) / 128 pages / Trade pb
ISBN: 978-1-988286-52-5
EPUB: 978-1-988286-53-2

$21.95 CAD

THE MI'KMAQ ANTHOLOGY
Edited by Rita Joe and Lesley Choyce
Anthology
6(in) x 9(in) / 286 pages / Trade pb
ISBN: 978-1-895900-04-0
EPUB: 978-1-988286-20-4

$21.95 CAD

THE MI'KMAQ ANTHOLOGY
In Celebration of the Life of Rita Joe
Edited by Theresa Meuse, Lesley Choyce 
and Julia Swan
Anthology
6(in) x 9(in) / 286 pages / Trade pb
ISBN: 978--1-897426-29-6

$19.95 CAD

ELAPULTIEK
We are looking towards...
EShalan Joudry
Theatre5
5.5(in) x 8.5(in) / 96 pages / Trade pb
ISBN: 978-1-988286-66-2
EPUB: 978-1-988286-67-9



BY JOHN ELLIOTT

A MOTHER'S BETRAYAL
THE MURDER OF KARISSA BOUDREAU AND THE RCMP
INVESTIGATION THAT UNCOVERED THE TRUTH

240 PAGES    6” x 9”
ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-06-7
EPUB: 978-1-990770-07-4
PC0353
Subject: true crime, murder, Nova
Scotia, RCMP, undercover operation

On February 9, 2008, the body of a twelve-year-old girl was discovered under the snow on a bank
of the LaHave River near the rural Nova Scotia town of Bridgewater. She had been brutally
murdered. The body was identified as Karissa Boudreau, who had been missing for two weeks
and was the subject of an intense missing person investigation by the Bridgewater Police Service.
Her murder rocked the community, the province and the nation. 

The RCMP began a homicide investigation, as Karissa’s body was found in their jurisdiction. Over
the following five months, the RCMP carried out an extensive and costly investigation, which
included the “Mr. Big” operation. As liaison between the RCMP investigative team and the
undercover team, Sgt. John Elliott worked closely and travelled with the undercover team during
their four-month operation. Supported by police file notes and court documents, his riveting first-
hand account of this carefully constructed procedure meticulously takes the reader through the
missing person investigation, the homicide investigation, and the undercover operation. 

Many of the police investigators, including Sgt. Elliott, were profoundly affected by what they saw
and heard during the investigation. And the devastating ripple effect of Penny’s heinous crime
spread from Karissa’s family and friends to the community and beyond. A shocking but
compelling story, A Mother’s Betrayal takes the reader on an emotional roller coaster from start to
finish.

BY ANGELA PARKER-BROWN

180 PAGES    5.5” x 8.5”
ISBN(print): 978-1-990770-04-3 /
EPUB:  978-1-990770-05-0
PC0352
Subject: autobiography, amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, eye gaze technology

Angela Parker-Brown does not want her legacy to be that of a woman in Truro, Nova Scotia, who
had ALS. She wants to be remembered as Angie, the super cool mom, daughter, sibling, aunt
and friend who lived despite having ALS. This is her story, and she wrote this book to inspire
others to thrive in their lives no matter what that life looks like. In telling her story, she encourages
others to accept and embrace their challenges, to see past their limitations, and to be honest in
the journey. 

As she says, “Life can be thrilling. Life can be difficult. Life can be happy. Life can be all of these
and more. Throw in a challenge such as the death of a loved one or being told that you yourself
have a debilitating disease, and life can take on an entirely new meaning in the blink of an eye.”
That is exactly what happened to Angie. She was forty-six, happily raising her eight-year-old twin
daughters, taking them on weekend getaways to friends’ and family’s homes throughout Nova
Scotia and spending time with family and friends right in her hometown of Truro. They were
happy and they were adventurous. Then in 2016 Angie started developing unusual symptoms in
her right foot, symptoms that not only kept getting worse, but seemed to be spreading. This
marked the beginning of her journey with ALS, although she didn’t know it at the time. 

Throughout this journey with ALS, she came to learn a lot about herself. She came to terms with
childhood trauma and how that trauma has played a long-lasting role in her relationships. She
discovered how to truly appreciate life and, in doing so, she encountered many surprises. Angie
also learned how dangerous and damaging secrets are to the soul. But, beyond that, she learned
of her own inner strengths as well as the importance of family, friends and community. 

October 21, 2022 / Trade, Paperback / $21.95 CA, $16.95 US

August 29, 2022 / Trade, Paperback / $19.95 CA, $16.95 US

WRITING WITH MY EYES
STAYING ALIVE WHILE DYING

P O T T E R S F I E L D  P R E S S  F A L L  2 0 2 2  R E L E A S E S



BY JANICE LANDRY

EYE OF THE OCEAN
STORIES OF LOVE, HOPE AND EMPATHY

268 PAGES    6” x 9”
ISBN(print): 978-1-989725-91-7
EPUB: 978-1-989725-92-4
PC0348
Subject: mental health, wellness

Eye of the Ocean contains a wealth of poignant stories featuring the universal themes of love,
hope, and empathy. The book showcases Canadians who inspire us to help and lift up others.
Landry is donating her proceeds from all book sales to the non-profit Hants East Assisting
Refugees Team (HEART) Society of Nova Scotia, which assists at-risk refugee families escaping
the dangers of war, global strife, and oppression. HEART helped to bring the Barho family from
Syria to Nova Scotia. Eye of the Ocean includes the tragic story of their seven children who died
in a 2019 Spryfield house fire and honours through these stories the Barho family, HEART, as
well as the first responders and community members who have been impacted by the fire. 

In its striking conclusion, readers meet the emergency communicator who helped the author
during her own 911 call the day her mother, Theresa Landry, died. That gripping interview
remains a highlight in the author’s 35-year journalism career. Eye of the Ocean was written to
mark this special milestone. Theresa is featured on the book’s cover.

BY JONO LINEEN

198 PAGES    6” x 9”
ISBN(print): 978-1-989725-99-3 /
EPUB: 978-1-9900770-00-5
PC0346
Subject: health, wellness, breathing

Every one of us breathes 25,000 times a day; it is intrinsic to life on earth. However, almost
everyone takes it for granted and yet this essential bodily process is something we can control.
Modern science and ancient traditions have proven that by regulating our breathing we gain
control and direction in our lives. Breathing is a superpower hidden in front of our eyes.

Breathwork has become the hot topic in health and wellness over the past few years; it’s featured
in many of the world’s most popular health and wellness channels and in the past few years a
string of bestselling books have come out around the phenomenon including The New York
Times bestselling Breath by James Nestor, the Sunday Times bestselling Wim Hof Method and
Dan Brule’s bestselling Just Breathe. 

Searching for Breath provides a holistic background to breathing: why do we breathe, how do we
breathe, how it connects us to the world around us, how it creates the energy our bodies and
minds demand, how it affects emotion, how does breathing – and therefore our bodies and minds
– adjust to extreme environments. Searching for Breath gives the reader a complete
physiological, psychological, historical and spiritual foundation before introducing the myriad of
breath systems in use around the world today. 

Searching for Breath combines science, history, religion, art and philosophy, and wraps them
around events in Lineen’s own life – from high altitude mountaineering in the Himalayas, to free
diving off the coast of Australia, to delivering babies in the midst of the Sierra Leone civil war, to
ski racing on the World Cup circuit – to create an extremely readable and immersive work that
informs and initiates the reader into the journey of breath.

September 15, 2022 / Trade, Paperback / $21.95 CA, $17.95 US

October 15, 2022 / Trade, Paperback / $21.95 CA

SEARCHING FOR BREATH
LIFE, DEATH AND THE AIR IN BETWEEN

P O T T E R S F I E L D  P R E S S  F A L L  2 0 2 2  R E L E A S E S



BY BRUCE GRAHAM
THE OXFORD WIDOWS MURDER CLUB

196 PAGES    5.5” x 8.5”
ISBN(print): 978-1-989725-89-4
EPUB: 978-1-989725-90-0
PC0347
Subject: fiction, murder, mystery,
humour

In this comedic novel, Bruce Graham infuses laugh-out-loud moments with poignant revelations
about the lives of three women. Mable and Emma are lifelong friends and Valerie is a much
younger acquaintance who welcomes the break from her routine job at the lawyer’s office when
she helps them move the body of Mable’s newly dead husband Earl. Of course, they know
moving a body is against the law, but they do it anyway – sudden death is stressful and it sets off
in Mable dramatic change and a new self-awareness. 

The Oxford Widows Murder Club is about secrets and what happens when they are and aren’t
revealed. How did Earl, that nimble dancer and carver of wooden birds, wind up dead? How well
did Valerie, pining for answers about her past and for some enlivening excitement, know him?
How will Emma – who once sang in local country and western bands and is usually steady and
practical – react when she finds out the idyllic childhood she thought she and Mable shared was,
in fact, not at all as it seemed for her best friend?

BY STEVEN LAFFOLEY

186 PAGES    5.5” x 8.5”
ISBN(print): 978-1-989725-93-1 /
EPUB: 978-1-989725-94-8
PC0349
Subject: food, Nova Scotia, culture

When Steven Laffoley first arrived on the rocky shores of Nova Scotia, he discovered some rather
exotic food fare: deep-fried seafoods, oiled crustaceans, and an otherworldly, post-beer, Middle
Eastern fusion food called The Donair. They all stimulated the appetite and captured his attention.
He was transfixed. Far from the canned ravioli and Jell-O salads of his youth, Laffoley discovered
that Nova Scotian food could be fresh and fascinating, frivolous and fun. As a result, he was
determined to change his wayward ways about food and learn more. It just took him thirty-odd
years to get around to it. 

When he did, he did so with a true cook’s call to action. Laffoley began making meals from real
food and made a genuine effort to understand real food’s real relationship to the people and the
place. He wielded sharpened knives, wooden ladles, and steel whisks with the agility of a
seasoned chef, and in doing so discovered that he actually had a gift. Indeed, he possessed the
exact gift his mother had. Not only was he a bad cook – he was a spectacularly bad cook. Still,
Bluenose fare had captured his imagination, so he remained undeterred. 

Determined to improve his food knowledge and cooking skills, Steven chopped, diced, sautéed,
and fried his way to meals fit to consume, though, sadly, his culinary expertise remained
(spectacularly) limited. However, his interest in how food shaped the people and culture of Nova
Scotia only grew. So, no longer wanting to harm sentient life with his cooking, he set off with
notebook and pen to discover the real story of food in Nova Scotia. What he found was a 10,000-
year-old tale in turns fascinating, funny, and just downright strange.

October 15, 2022 / Trade, Paperback / $19.95 CA, $15.95 US

SEPTEMBER 15, 2022 / Trade, Paperback / $19.95 CA, $16.95 US

DULSE TO DONAIRS
AN IRREVERANT HISTORY OF FOOD IN NOVA SCOTIA

P O T T E R S F I E L D  P R E S S  F A L L  2 0 2 2  R E L E A S E S



BY DAVID ADAMS RICHARDS

A FIERCE AND TUMULTUOUS JOY
POEMS NEW AND SELECTED

126 PAGES    5.5” x 8.5”
ISBN(print): 978-1-989725-95-5
EPUB: 978-1-989725-96-2
PC0351
Subject: poetry, New Brunswick,
greif

It was night, 
It was winter 
In the heavy window frost 
I saw falling angels splinter 

In this collection of deeply personal poetry, David Adams Richards offers readers both his searing
observations of and profound sympathy for those he writes of, be they his own family or animals,
like the “dry doe” who will soon be at the mercy of the coyotes. He captures the soul of winter in a
crisp, evocative description: it is a time when “the snow begins to fall at four, / And a dead cold
has entered in the bones.” Equally, though differently, captured is a snapshot of life at fourteen,
when he and his friends were “Young lonesome firebrands / Cigarettes aglow in the summer
weather."
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sometimes passages) which inspired Pacey to write the poem that follows. Some of the pieces
are based on his experiences, but re-shaped, expanded and altered; some are wholly imaginary
responses to reading the entries in the Journal. There continues to be a great deal of interest in
Thoreau these days, and this immersion into his vast diary provides a contemporary poet’s insight
into the original work. 

The strong connection to Thoreau is the passion for the natural world. Pacey, too, has a cabin in
the woods he built for himself on the Nashwaak River, with no neighbours within a mile or two. In
these poems, he also shares his own encounters with his wilder neighbours there by Buttermilk
Falls
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